
OUTLINE OF REMARKS 

IME BREAKFAST 

December 7, 1982 - 7:30 a.m. - Fairfax/Ritz-Carl.ton 

I. The Election and the New Congress 

A. The basic policy course we have embarke~ upon is likely 

to change significantly. That means continued movement toward 

lower spending, lower deficits, restraint over taxes, and a firm 

anti-inflation program. No one can credibly argue that the 

people have shown a preference for higher spending, higher taxes, 

or more inflation. 

B. Clearly there will be changes in emphasis. The 

composition of budget .outlays, and priorities in spending cuts, 

are likely to shift--defense may bear a greater share of the 

burden. But our job still will be to take a balanced approach to 

the deficit problem, ·and all parts of the budget will be open to 

scrutiny. 

c. Center of gravity. The Reagan White House and the 

Republican Senate remain responsible for proposing and trying to 

implement a budget and legislative program--the shift in the 

House doesn't change that. But the shift m~y mean that the 

center of gravity .in policymaking will move more toward Capitol 

Hill; the Senate leadership may have to take a more active role 

in forging a consensus on major decisions that both the 

Democratic House and the White House can accept. 

D. The President is still in charge. President Re~gan will 

continue to take the lead--and he has to do so, because there is 

no indication that the House leadership, or the Democratic party 

as a whole, has a coherent alternative to offer. The President 

is a realistic man, and he will do what he has to do to g~t the 

job done. But he will work on the basis of the principles he 

believes in, arid persuade Congress to the best of his ability to 

go along. There will be successes and failures, but it is 
unlikely there will be a radical change in direction. 

E. It is no· surprise that high unemployment causes voter 

dissatisfaction. What is more interesting--and probably more 

important in the long run--is the fact that the voters appear to 

understand that our economic problems were a long time in the 

making, and that there are instant cures. According to the 

CBS/New York Times voter exit polls, voters on November 2 by a 5 

to 4 margin blamed our economic problems on past Democratic 
policies rather than on President Reagan. 

II. The Economy 

A. Prognosis. Now that all the election-year rhetoric has 

been cleared away, we can realistically assess the state of the 

economy and the prospects for the next few years. The fact is 
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that the groundwork has been laid for a stable and lasting 
recovery, without inflation. It is absolutely crucial that we 
proceed with care at this point; and not throw away the gains 
already made. 

1. Inflation has been cut to about 5 percent this year 
from 12.4 percent in 1980. This is the first time inflation has 
fallen below 6 percent since President Ford took off ice. 

2. Interest rates are down and still falling. The 
prime rate is down to 11 1/2 percent, way down from the 21 
percent that prevailed when President Reagan took office. Home 
mortgage rates are down 2-2 1/2 points since last year. Long-
term rates for business loans are off 3 to 4 points from a year 
ago. 

3. Government spending growth rate is down to 11.2 
percent this year from 17.4 percent in 1980. The 1983 budget 
resolutionn projects the growth rate of government to fall to 7.5 
percent by 1985. 

4. Lower taxes with major improvements in tax equity 
will help buoy the recovery, both on the consumer side and on the 
investment side. The combined effect of the 1981 and 1982 tax 
bills has been to lower individual taxes over 3 years by $344 
billion, as well as improve compliance and tax fairness. Lower 
individual rates boost personal income and restore incentive, 
while favorable capital cost recovery rules should spur 
investment. Already a significant result of the tax changes has 
been to boost the savings rate to about 7 percent: additional 
savings we need to build the capital pool to finance recovery. 

B. The Unemployment Problem. Unemployment, of course, is 
the major negative in the economic picture, and it may continue 
to rise in the near term. High unemployment costs the Government 
in lost revenue and lost production, and it has to come down. 
But it has to come down and stat down without inflationary 
stimulus--that is what we have ailed to do in the past. 

o Clearly there is a bipartisan consensus for more jobs. 
But resuming the inflationary policies of the past will not 
create lasting jobs, just an illusion of prosperity that leaves 
us worse off the next time we try to get "off the wagon." 

o That means the most important thing we must do is judge 
carefully the degree of stimulus the economy can and should take, 
consistent with a firm anti-inflation policy. The Federal 
Reserve will play a key role, and has already shown a willingness 
to adjust its short-term goals based on an assessment of the 
weakness of the economy. We will not allow the recession to 
continue, but we will not reinflate the economy, either. 
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o While the main emphasis must remain on the long~term goals 

of growth with low inflation, there are steps we can take in the 

short term to deal with the plight of the unemployed. Many 
things have already been done: 

- a new Federal supplemental unemployment compensation 

program was passed with the 1982 tax bill, providing additional 
unemployment benefits to about 2 million workers in 38 States. 

- The President signed into law the new Job Training 

Partnership Act, which emphasizes training for permanent 
employment rather than make-work jobs. Training will focus on 

the economically disadvantaged, particularly youth, and on 
displaced workers who lost jobs due to plant closures or force 

reductions. 

- The targeted jobs tax credit, which was extended for 2 

rears by the 1982 tax bill, gives employers a real incentive to 
~ ire the disadvantaged--about 600,000 workers are certified under 
the program. 

- The enterprise zone legislation reported by the 
Finance Committee can provide us with an experiment in private-

sector job creation in depressed areas, through a combination of 

Federal tax incentives and State and local efforts to target an 
area for development with regulatory and tax relief, neighborhood 

participation, and capital and other improvements. 

- The 5¢ per gallon gax tax increase can create over 

300,000 jobs by funding much needed repairs and construction of 

the Federal highway system. 

c. The Deficit and Interest Rates. 

1. Al.l our economic difficulties are, of course, 
related--high interest rates and slow growth boost the deficit, 
and higher deficits create greater uncertainty in the business 
community as to our future course; will there be more inflation, 

or less credit available for business expansion? 

2. Because of this, it makes sense first of all to 

chart a path that is most likely to bring stable growth without 
inflation. Higher growth boosts revenues and cuts unemployment 
costs, thereby reducing the deficit as well. 

3. In the short term, in addition, it makes sense to 
continue to review every part of the Federal budget to achieve 

whatever savings are possible in an effort to bring ·the deficit 
down. This means both defense and entitlements must be under 
scrutiny to maximize the efficiency of every dollar spent. A 

balanced deficit reduction program is still our goal. 
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4. Continued efforts to restrain the deficit by 
controlling Federal spending will give the Federal Reserve a bit 
more room to accommodate the potential for real growth that 
exists in the economy without inflationary pump-priming. But 
restraint in both fiscal and monetary policy is crucial if we 
want to maintain long-term confidence in the economic program. 
That means long-range goals must be carefully reconciled with 
efforts to respond to particular weaknesses in the economy. 
Radical attempts to reverse course would be self-defeating and 
must be resisted. 

III. Trade 

A. Trade deficit is too large. The size of our trade 
deficit alone means Congress will continue to look hard for ways 
to reform our trade policy. Ifthe system of multilateral 
arrangements fails to meet our needs, many voters and members of 
Congress will want to see us approach more of our trade problems 
on a bilateral basis. The average American simply does not 
understand why Japanese cars and TV's sell well here but American 
cigarettes and baseball bats cannot be sold in Japan. Remedies 
for this type of situation are certain to be a major focus of 
attention in the new Congress. Trade deficits in the range of 
$45 billion now expected--$20 billion with Japan alone--are sure 
to keep trade questions alive. 

B. Export issues. Unfortunately, the GATT ministerial 
failed to make progress on the question of foreign subsidies for 
agricultural exports. This will increase the pressure on 
Congress to increase our own use of direct price subsidies, or 
release surplus stocks at distress prices. There is growing 
consensus that we need to do more to promote American exports. 
This does not mean trade war, but areas like seeking to expand 
East-West trade, developing a viable substitute for DISC, 
utilizing Ex-Im Bank resources more adeptly, and moving the trade 
reciprocity biil that the Finance Committee approved earlier this 
year. Fair access to markets must be a two-way street, and 
Congress will be under considerable pressure to see that that is 
so. 

c. Import issues. There is growing support in the House for 
some form of "local content" legislation, but that is a drastic 
remedy and likely to be counterproductive in the long run if the 
goal is to increase our access to ~arkets and gain maximum 
benefit from the mutual advantages of international trade. There 
may be other areas, however, where we might make adjustments: in 
considering extension of the Generalized System of Preferences, 
there may be an interest on the part of some members of the 
Finance Committee to restrict the prosram, particularly in light 
of the failure of the GATT ministers to agree on a new round of 
negotiations between developed and developing countries 
concerning tariffs. Similarly, there may be some objection to 
the trade provisions of the CBI proposal, and it may be difficult 
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to extend the President's authority to negotiate tariff 
reductions on a limited basis. 

o. Clearly the heat is on when it comes to seeing that 
American producers get fair treatment under our system of 
international trade. If we choose our battles carefully to 
secure an appropriate response from our trading partners, we have 
an opportunity to making trade freer and fairer, to the advantage 
of everyone. But we must avoid the two extremes of allowing the 
world to think only the U.S. will play by the rules of free 
trade, regardless of disadvantage to our citizens; or, on the 
other hand, taking extreme unilateral actions that may look good 
politically but that, in the long run, will provoke severe 
reaction and deprive us of market opportunities. We need just 
the right amount of leverage to open more doors, not have them 
slammed in our face. 

IV. Conclusion 

The months and years ahead must not be dominated by rigid 
ideologies on either side--but neither can the President or the 
Republican leadership be expected to cast aside the principles of 
Government the American people so soundly endorsed in 1980. 
Those principles--a more restrained Government, a freer economy, 
greater accountability to the American people--are as valid today 
as they ever were, and there is no indication that the people 
have changed their commitment to these same principles. Guided 
by these principles, we will try to work together to build on the 
sound foundation for recovery that has already been laid. The 
recent performance of the stock market indicates that this is 
what the investment community expects us to do--that is a bright 
sign for the future, and we have to follow through. 
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